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Abstract 
A maximally connected igraph G is said to be super-re if all its minimum disconnecting sets 
are trivial. Analogously, G is called super-2 if it is maximally arc-connected and all its minimum 
arc-disconnecting sets are trivial. It is first proved that any bipartite digraph G with diameter 
D is super-~c if D~2g-  1, and it is super-2 if D~<2~, where # denotes a parameter related 
to the number of short paths. These results allow us to show that if the order of a bipartite 
digraph G is big enough then superconnectivity is attained. For instance, if G is d-regular and 
has diameter D=3 and (~>1, then G is super-), if n>4d;  and if D=4 and {~>2, then G is 
super-~c if n>4d 2. In these cases the results are proved to be best possible. Similar results are 
given for bipartite (undirected) graphs. (For a graph it turns out that { = (9 - 2)/2, where y 
stands for the girth.) (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
AMS classification. 05C40; 05C20 
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1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper, G = ( V, A), V = U0 t3 Ul, will usually denote a bipartite (sim- 
ple and finite) digraph with partite sets of vertices U0, UI, and set of  (directed) arcs 
A, which are distinct elements of  either U0 × UI or Ui × U0. For any pair of  vertices 
x, yE  V, a path xx lx2 . . .x , , - l y  from x to y, where the vertices are not necessarily 
distinct, is called an x ~ y path. The distance from x to y will be denoted by d(x, y), 
and D = D(G)  = maxx, ~.~ v{d(x, y)} stands for the diameter of  G. The distance f rom x 
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to FC  V, denoted by d(x,F), is the minimum over all the distances d(x,f), fEF .  
The distance from F to x, d(F,x), is defined analogously. 
The maximum number of vertices, N(A,D), of a bipartite digraph with maximum 
degree A # 1 and diameter D (Moore bound) is 
( A D+! - 1 ~ 2--~-- - -  1-, D odd, 
N(A,D)=]  A D+I - A 
L2 ~-~-~ , D even. 
In [15] it was shown that this bound can be attained only when D~<4. Those bipartite 
digraphs which have order close to the Moore bound are usually called large (or dense) 
bipartite digraphs. A family of dense bipartite digraphs was also proposed in [15]. 
In the line digraph LG of a digraph G, each vertex represents an arc of G. Thus, 
V(LG)={uv: (u,v)EA(G)}; and a vertex uv is adjacent to a vertex wz iff v=w, that 
is, when the arc (u,v) is adjacent to the arc (w,z) in G. For any k> 1 the k-iterated line 
digraph, LkG, is defined recursively by LkG = LLk-IG. From the definition it is evident 
that the order of LG equals the size of G, ]V(LG)[ = [A(G)I, and that their minimum 
degrees coincide, 6(LG)= 3(G)= 6. Moreover, if G is d-regular (6-(x)= 6+(x)=d, 
for any x E V), d> 1, and has order n and diameter D, then LkG is also d-regular and 
has dkn vertices and diameter 
D(LkG) = D(G) + k. (1) 
See, for instance [16, 19]. In fact, (1) still holds for any strongly connected igraph 
other than a directed cycle (see [1]). 
Throughout the paper, the digraph G is assumed to be (strongly) connected. Hence 
6(G)>... 1. It is well known that the vertex- and arc-connectivity of G are related by 
g ~< 2 4%< 6. Hence, G is said to be maximally connected (respectively maximally arc- 
connected) when g = 6 (respectively 2 = 6.) Recall also that a (connected) digraph is 
bipartite if and only if its line digraph is. Besides, as the vertices of LG represent the 
arcs of G, it can be shown that x(LG)= 2(G). 
In order to study the connectivity of digraphs, a parameter related to the number of 
short paths was used in [7] (see also [14]). 
Definition 1.1. For a given digraph G = (V, A) with diameter D, let : = ¢(G), 1 ~:  ~< D, 
be the greatest integer such that, for any x, y E V, 
(a) if d(x,y)<(, the shortest x--*y path is unique and there are no x---~y paths of 
length d(x, y) + 1; 
(b) if d(x, y) = f, there is only one shortest x ~ y path. 
In [7] it is shown that for any digraph G different from a cycle the parameter ( also 
satisfies an equality like (1), namely, 
~(LkG) = ~(O) + k. (2) 
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In recent years, several results relating the connectivity of a graph or digraph with 
the aforementioned parameters, n A, 3, f and D, have been given. See the survey of 
Bermond et al. [3], or the papers [6-9, l l, 14, 18, 21, 22], for more details. 
Concerning bipartite digraphs less work has been done until now. Since, in a bipartite 
digraph, between any two vertices there are no paths whose lengths differ by just one, 
the definition of the parameter f can be simplified by saying that it is the greatest 
integer such that, for any pair of vertices x, y E V at distance d(x, y)  <<. {, the shortest 
x ~ y path is unique. Concerning such a parameter, the results for bipartite digraphs 
were given in [13]: 
K=,~ ifD~<2E, (3) 
2=6 if D<~2{+ 1. (4) 
In [2] the authors gave the following sufficient conditions for a bipartite digraph with 
parameters n, 6 > 1, A, ( and D to be maximally connected: 
K=~ if n>( f -1 ){n(A , ( )+n(A ,D-#- l ) -2}+2,  (5) 
2=6 if n>(6-1){n(A , ( )+n(A ,D- ( -2 )} ,  (6) 
where n(A ,k )= 1 + A + A 2 + . . .  + A k. Furthermore, it was proved that these results 
are best possible, at least in some particular cases. 
Similar notation and results apply for (undirected) graphs, and some of them will 
be reviewed in the last section. For all definitions not given here we refer the reader 
to the books of Chartrand and Lesniak [5] and Harary et al. [17]. 
2. Superconnectivity of bipartite digraphs 
Let G ( ¢ K~ ) be a maximally connected igraph and x C V(G) a vertex with out.- 
degree (in-degree) 6. Then the set of out-neighbours (in-neighbours) of x is called a 
trivial set, and it is clearly a minimum vertex-disconnecting set. The digraph G is said 
to be super-• if every minimum vertex-disconnecting set is trivial. A trivial set of arcs 
is defined similarly, and a maximally arc-connected digraph is called super-2 if ever3, 
minimum arc-disconnecting set is trivial. The study of super-2 digraphs or graphs has 
a particular significance in the design of reliable networks, see [4]. This is because: 
attaining super-2 implies minimizing the number of minimum arc-disconnecting sets 
[20]. In [7,14] it has been proved that if G has minimum degree ~>3, diameter D 
and parameter #= f(G) then 
G is super-K if D~<2f -  2, (7) 
G is super-2 if D~<2( -  1. (8) 
Our goal in this section is to state sufficient conditions similar to those in (7) 
and (8), to get super-connected bipartite digraphs. To this end, we need to intro- 
duce the following notation. Let F denote a minimum disconnecting vertex-set of 
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a bipartite digraph G=(V,A).  Then, the set V\F  can be partitioned into two dis- 
joint nonempty sets V- ,  V + such that G-F  has no arcs from V-  to V +. Let 
#-----maxx~v-d(x,F) and #'=maxxEv+ d(F,x). In the same way, let us denote by E 
a minimum disconnecting set of arcs. Also V can be partitioned into two disjoint 
nonempty sets V- ,  V + such that G-  E has no arcs from V-  to V +. Now, consider 
the subsets of vertices F1 = {f :  ( f ,  f f )  E E} C V-  and F2 = {i f :  ( f , f ' )EE}  C V +. 
Let v = maxx~v-d(x,  F1 ) and v' =maxxEv+ d(F2,x). The following result is basic to 
our study. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G, be a bipartite digraph with parameter ( and minimum degree 
6>>-3. Then 
(a) if ~. = 6, but G is not super-x, then # >>. ( and #~ >>. ( for each minimum discon- 
necting nontrivial vertex-set F, 
(b) i f2= 6, but G is not super-2 then v >~ ( and v~ >~ f for each minimum disconnecting 
nontrivial arc-set E. 
Proof. (a) Let the vertices of V -  and V + be, respectively, partitioned into subsets 
V/, 1 ~<i ~<#, and V/, 1 ~<j~<#~, according to their distance to and from F, that is, 
Vi= {xE V-: d (x ,F )= i}  and V j= {xE V+: d(F ,x )=j} ,  (Vo = V0 t =F . )  We are going 
to reason by contradiction and so, suppose that # ~< ( - 1. As G is maximally connected 
IF I = 6. Then, let x E Vu and let xl, . . .  ,x6 be 6 of its out-neighbours. For each xi let 
f i  be a vertex in F at minimum distance from xi. All these vertices f .  are different; 
otherwise, if J~ = y~ for some i c j ,  there would be two distinct paths, namely, xxi -+ fi 
and xxj --+ fi of length /2 or # + 1, contradicting the definition of the parameter t ~, 
since # ~< d(x, f i )  ~</2 + 1 ~< (. Therefore, for each x E V~, and for each fi E F there is 
a unique shortest path P, = xxi --+ fi, 1 <~ i <~ 6, of length # or # + 1, depending on 
whether xi E Vu-I or xi E V~,. From now on, this property will be referred to as the 
'basic property'. 
Now we will prove that for each x E Vu, F+(x)C Vl,_l, and hence the length of such 
6 paths P/, 1 <.~i<.6, must be #. Suppose that xi E F+(x) M V~L; then d(xi,F) =d(xi, f i )  
=/2 and we have that for all j ¢ i, j = 1 . . . .  ,6, either d(xi, j~) = # or d(xi, f j )  -= # + 1, 
since xi E Vu. Then we have two different paths from x to y~, namely, the shortest path 
Pj = xxj --* f j  and Pj = xxi --~ f j ,  whose lengths must be of the same parity, since G is 
bipartite. Therefore, either Pj. and ~ both have length #+ 1, which contradicts the basic 
property, or Pj has length # and d(xi, f j )=#+ 1. Hence, ]F+(xi)n V~,I >~6-  1. But in 
this case, since 6 >~ 3, we would have at least two out-neighbors of xi, say x~, x~ ~ E V~. 
Let f /be  the vertex at minimum distance from x~, that is, the path xix~ --~ f[  has length 
# + 1. Since x~' E Vu, the path x~' ~ f /  has length # or # + 1. It follows that the paths 
xix~ --* f7 and xix~  ~ f / ,  would be distinct, and of length # + 1 since G is bipartite; 
again a contradiction with the basic property. Therefore, for all x E Vi,, F+(x) C V~_l 
and the length of the paths Pi = xxi -+ fi, 1 <. i <. 6, is #. 
I f  # = 1, then F = F+(x) for any x E Vu, but this is impossible because F is a non- 
trivial set. Thus, assume #>1.  Then, let us see that, for all j ¢ i ,  d(xi, f j )> .#+ 1; 
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otherwise, if #-  l<~d(xi, fj)<~# for some j ¢ i ,  we would have the (shortest) paths 
xxi--~fi and Pj=xxj--+fj (of length #), which is a contradiction. So, IF~(x;)N 
V,-2[ = 1, [F+(x;)N V, [>~ 8-1 ,  which implies that at least there are two out-neighbors of 
xi in V,, say x;, x~', since 6 >~ 3. But then there would be two different paths from x; to 
any f E F of length # + 1 because d(x~, f )=  d(x~',f)= #, contradicting the definition 
of the parameter d. Hence, we must have #>~{, as claimed. 
(b) Since G is maximally arc-connected [E[ = 8. As in case (a), let the vertices of 
V and V + be, respectively, partitioned into subsets ~, 0 ~< i ~< v, and ~', 0 ~<j ~< v;, 
according to their distance to F1 and from F2, that is, Vi = {x E V : d(x, F1 )=  i} and 
VII"= {x E V+: d(F2,x)=j}, (Vo =FI ,  ~; =F2. )  Then, reasoning as in case (a), the val- 
ues 1 ~v~<{-  1 are proved to be impossible. I f  v=0 then FI = V-  and IFI[<~[EI = ~. 
For each x E Fl consider the set E(x) = {(x, f ' ) ,  f '  E F} ;  then [E(x)[ + IF I [ -  1 ~> 8+(x), 
that is, [E(x)l _> 8 -  ( ]F I [ -  1). Therefore, 
6 = lEt = ~ IE(x)l/> IF, 1(6 - (IF, I - 1)), 
xCFI 
which yields ]F I I ( IF~]-  1)~>(IF1 ] -1 )6 .  Hence ]F I ]= 1 or ]F l ]=6.  If  IF l ]= l then 
F2 = F+(x) and so the set E is a trivial set of arcs which is a contradiction. Otherwise, 
if tF l ]= 6, each x EFI  is adjacent to exactly one vertex in F2 and to all the other 
vertices of F~. But this is a contradiction since 6 ~> 3 and the vertices of F ~ (x) are 
independent when the digraph is bipartite (that is, the distance between them is at least 
two). [] 
The next theorem provides some sufficient conditions to get super-connected bipartite 
digraphs. A constructive and more involved proof of this result was given in [8]. The 
proof given here is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1, which has the advantage 
of being useful to derive other new results, as is done in the next section. 
T h e o r e m  2.2. Let G be a bipartite digraph with parameter {, diameter D, and mini-. 
mum degree 6 >>. 3. Then, 
(a) G is super-~c if D<~2#- 1, 
(b) G is super-2 if D<~2(. 
ProoL (a) By (3) G is maximally connected. Suppose that G is not super-~c and let 
F be a minimum nontrivial disconnecting set of G, that is IF 1 = 6. Let us consider a 
vertex x E V-  such that d(x,F)= # and a vertex y E V + such that d(F, y)= #'. From 
Lemma 2.1 we know that # >~ d and #'..-> d. As any path from V-  to V + goes through 
F, the distance from x to y is at least # + #' and hence D ~> 2d, a contradiction 
Therefore G is super-x. The proof of (b) is similar. [] 
Notice that, as a consequence of the above theorem, all bipartite digraphs with 6 ~> 3., 
(~>2 and with D~<3 are super-K, and those with D~<4 are super-2. Other interesting 
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corollaries of our theorem can be found in [8]. For instance, from (1) and (2) we 
can conclude that if the iteration order is large enough, the k-iterated line digraph is 
superconnected. 
Corollary 2.3. Let G be a bipartite digraph with parameter ~, diameter D, and min- 
imum degree 6 >~ 3. Then, 
(a) LkG is super-re if k > lD-  2( + 1, 
(b) LkG is super-2 if k~D-  2& 
3. Superconnectivity of large bipartite digraphs 
In the context of general digraphs ome new sufficient conditions for a digraph to be 
superconnected can be found in [9, 12,20]. For instance, the main results of [12] for a 
digraph G with maximum degree A, minimum degree 6, diameter D~>3 and E= ((G) 
are the following: 
G is  super-~c if f>~2, 6.-->3 andn>6{n(A , f -1 )+n(A ,D- f ) -2}  
+A D-f+! + 1, 
G is  super-2 if n>6{n(A ,E -1)+n(A ,D-E -1)}+A D-e. 
In what follows we improve the above results in the case of bipartite digraphs. First, 
let us consider the case of super-(vertex)-connectivity. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a bipartite digraph with order n, parameter f, diameter D, 
and maximum and minimum degrees A and 6 >13, respectively. Then 
G issuper-~c if n>5{n(A , f -1 )+n(A ,D-E -1) -2}+AD- :+A :. 
Moreover, if (=  1 and D >>.4 the following improvement holds: 
G issuper-tc if n>2A+b{n(A ,D-2) - I}+I .  
Proof. The proof is by contradiction, that is, we suppose that G is not super-~c. Then, 
from Theorem 2.2(a) we can assume D-  f ~> (. Then, if D -  • = f, from (3) it follows 
that G is maximally connected. Otherwise, if D -{  >1 ~+ 1 from the hypothesis on n and 
(5), we get again that G is maximally connected. Let F be a nontrivial disconnecting 
set such that IFI--6. Notice that Iv~I~<AlVi_ll, l~<i~<#, IV/I~<AIV/ll, l~<j~<#' and 
V0= V0'--F. Now we have # + p'~<D. Then, from Lemma 2.1(a), #~>( and #~...>(. 
Let us suppose p..<#/ (if not we consider the converse digraph of G). We basically 
distinguish two different cases: 
(i) #>JE+ 1. Then #'<<.D-#<<.D-~-  1 and so, D>~2E+2. 
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(i.1) If Vz~_/_ 1 =13, that is, if p1~<D- ~-  2, the order n= IV] of G must satisfy 
I t It 1 
n =E IV~l + E I~11 -[FI 
i 0 i 0 
<...&{n(A,#)+n(A,p')- 1} 
~<&{n(A,/0 + n(A,D-  ( -  2) - 1} 
=d{n(A ' ( -1 )+n(A 'D- ( -  I ) -  2} +&{ ~ A i -  AD-/-' + 
<~&{n(A , ( -1 )+n(A ,D- ( -  1) -2} ,  
since 1 +(A I'+1 -A / ) / (A -  1 ) -A  D-/- I  ~< 1 -(AD-/- I (A -2)+Af)/(A - 1)~<0, because 
/ t+ 1~<#1+ I~<D-(  - 1 and D~>2f+2.  
(i.2) If V~_/_ l #0,  that is, #i =D - { - 1, we can consider a vertex yE VI~ / i. 
As all the paths from x E Vu to y, go through F, it follows that D>~d(x,y)>~d(x,F)+ 
d(F ,y )=p+D- f -  1 >~f+ 1 +D- ( -  1 =D. Therefore, d(x,y)=D and #={'+ 1. 
Moreover, for all xc  V/+I, F+(x)C V/; otherwise, let x' E F+(x)A V/+I. As before, all 
the paths from x / to y, go through F and again d(xl, y)=D. Then, we would have 
two different paths from x to y, one of length D and another, xx I -+ y, of length D + 1, 
which is impossible in a bipartite digraph. Hence, for all x E V/+I, F+(x)C V/, which 
implies that IV/+t[ ~<(A/b)[V~I--.<A/+1. In a similar way, we prove that P (y )C  V/) / 2 
for any vertex y¢  V~_/_,, and therefore ]V~)_/_ 1I<~(A/~)IV~_/_zI<<.A D-~-'. In this 
way we obtain that 
! D--f--2 
n--~lV,l+ ~ IV.,.'I-IFI+IVJ~,I+IV/~ /-tl 
i--0 j=0 
<.3{n(A,E)+n(A,D-#-  2 ) -  1}+A/ - I+A D-/ L 
= b{n(A,#- 1) + n(A,D-  ( - 1) -  2} + &{1 + A / - A D-l- l} 
+A/+1 +A o- / - I  
<<.6{n(A,#- 1)+ n(A,D-  ( -  I ) -2}+5,  
since A/+I +&A/ +f - ($ - I )AD- / - I  <~.2A/+I 6--(f--1)AD-/-I <<.(3-&)A D / - -1+6~8,  
because D ~> 2( + 2 and 6 ~> 3. 
(ii) p=( .  Then #/~<D- ( and so, D~>2(. 
(ii.1) If V~_/=0, that is if p /~<D- e~- 1, the order n= IV[ of G must satisfy 
<~&{n(A, ( )+n(A,D- ( -  1) -  I} 
=f{n(A ,E -  1 )+n(A ,D- ( -  1) -2}+&( I+A/ )  
~&{n(A,#- 1) + n(A,D-  E - 1) -  2} + A / + A D-/, 
since 6(1 + A/)~<f(1 + A D- / - I  )~<A(1 + AD-/-I)<~A/ + A D-/. 
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(ii.2) I f  V~_~ ¢~), that is /~ '=D-  t ~, let xE  ~ and yE  VzJ_~; then D>~d(x,y)>~ 
d(x,F) + d(F, y)>~D; reasoning as in case (i.2) we obtain that F+(x)C V~_ l and so, 
I~1 <~ (A/6)[ ~_  l[ <~ A/. In analogous way it can be proved that F- (y )C  V/~_f_ 1 and 
therefore, [V~_t[ ~( A/5)IV~)_~_ 1 [~ A D-f .  
Furthermore, the upper bound for the cardinality of ~ U Vz~_ ~ can be reduced by 
at least 6. To show this, we will prove that for each one of the 6 vertices f E F the 
cardinality of V~ U V~_~ is reduced by one. Let F = {fl  . . . . .  fa}. Each ft E F verifies 
either that there exists a vertex z E F - ( f t ) ,  such that z ~ V1 or F - ( f t )  C VI . In the first 
case, we have that [VIt<~bA - 1 and so IVy[ + I V~_~.[ <~A~+ AD-~ - -  1. In the second 
case, let ft  EF  with F - ( f t )c  V1. Let us consider fEF ,  f¢ f t ,  d( f ,  f t )=d( f , z )+ 
I~<D, for some zEF- ( f t ) .  Then, d( f , z )<~D-  1, which means that there exists 
an arc (at, fit) in the shortest f~z f t  path, with its initial vertex at in some ~,, 
0 ~<j ~<D - t ~, and its terminal vertex fit in some Vi, 1 ~< i ~< (. We obtain the following 
cases: 
• I f  fit E Vii, 1 <~ i <<, d - 2, then [ Vi+l [ ~< 5A i+ 1 _ 1 and therefore [~ I <~ A ~ - A/5. 
• If  rite ~- l ,  then [VeI~<A f -  1. Moreover a te  V/, with O<~j<~D- t ~ - 1, since 
otherwise, D-  1 >~d(f,z)= d( f ,  at)-+- 1 + d(fit,z)>JD, which is impossible. Hence, 
I v3_~l ~<A ~-f  - I .  
• I f  fit E Vl', then at E V/, with O~j~D-  t ~ -2 .  Hence, ]V~_l] ~A D- t -  A/6. 
Note that iffitCfi,, for any pair ft, fmEF, then we conclude that ]~[+IV~_~] ~<Af+ 
A D-': -6 .  Otherwise, assume first the case in which there exist ft, fm E F, with F ( f t )  
C Vx and F-  (fro) C Vl, such that the shortest f ~ ft, f--~ fm paths ( f  ¢ Act, fro) con- 
tain the arcs (at, fit), (am, fit). I f  f ire V/, l<~i~<( -  2, then ]~+l]~<6A i+ l -  2, and 
hence ]V~ t ~<A ~ -2 .  I f  fit E V~_1, then we would have that at, am E Vj ! with 0~j  ~<D-  
f -  1 and therefore ]V~_~] ~A D-~-  2. I f  fit E V~., then we would have that at, am E ~'  
with 0 ~<j ~<D-  ( -  2 and again I Vz~_~] ~< A D-~-  2. The remaining two cases, namely, 
F - ( f t )  C V1, F-(fm)q~ V1, and F - ( f t )C  Vl, F-(f,, ,)f{ Vl, are simpler and we omit the 
details. Then, the result also follows. 
Therefore, we have that 
n~b{n(A,E - 1) + n(A,D - ( - 1) - 2} + A D-L Jr- A ~. 
Finally, if # = f = 1, we can improve the above bound. First, notice that Vz~_ ~ = 0, 
and so, n~b{n(A ,D-  2)+ n(A ,1 ) -  1}. Indeed, if V~_ 1 S0  then we can consider 
a vertex yE  V~_~ and for each vertex xE  V~ we have that D>~d(x ,y )~d(x ,F )+ 
d(F,y)  = 1 +D-1  =D.  Reasoning as in case (i.2) we can show that F+(x)CF,  which 
is impossible because F is a nontrivial set. Besides, for this reason we have that for each 
x E V1, F+(x)~ V~ ~ O. Thus, if we denote by U0 and U1 the partite sets of G, it follows 
that FN U0 ¢ 0 and FN U~ ¢ 0. Now, we will show that either [ V~ [ ~< 2A or [ V3_2[ ~ (6-  
1)A D-2. Suppose that tV~I>2A. Then IV~ fq U I I>A (or IV1 N U01>A.) Hence, there 
exists a vertex xE  V~ ~U~ and two different vertices f , f '  EF~Uo such that x ~ F - ( f )  
and x E F- ( f ' ) .  Consider a vertex y E Vz~_ 2 such that d(f ,  y)=D-  2. If  the diameter 
D is odd, then y E U1 since f E Uo; otherwise, y E U0. Since vertices in the same 
(different) partite set are at distance at most D-  1 when the diameter is odd (even), we 
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get d(x ,y )<~D-  1, that is, d( f ' , y )<.D-2  and, therefore, ]V~_21 ~<(6- 1)A °-2. Thus. 
we have that ] VI I+ IVy_z] <~max{2A+6AD-2,6A+(fi  - 1)A D-2} = 2A+SA D- 2, because 
D~>4. 
Moreover, the upper bound for cardinality of Vl t~ V~_ 2 can be reduced by at leasl 
- 1. Suppose that the diameter is odd and IF f~ U0[ > 1. Hence, given f , . f l  E F N Uo, 
then d( f ,  f l )<<.D-  1. By reasoning as in case (ii.2) we have that either all vertices 
of F f3 U0 have their in-neighbours in V1 and then IV /9_2]~A D-2 - [F ~ Uo[, or 
there exists a vertex in F A U0 with at least one in-neighbour not in V~, and then 
]V~ I + ]Vt~ 2]~<2A +3A °-2 - ]FA  U01. Besides, if [Ff~ U I ]> I ,  we can also subtract 
this number from the above quantity. Hence, the worst case is when IF A U0] = () - l, 
and so, ]Vii + ]Vz~_2] ~<2A + 8A D-2 - ((5 -- l). I f  the diameter is even the reasoning is 
on the vertices of different partite sets. Hence, we get 
n<~2A + 6{n(A ,D-  2) - 1} + 1. [] 
Corollary 3.2. Let G be a bipartite digraph with size m, parameter {, diameter D, 
and maximum and minimum degrees A and 6 >~ 3, respectively. Then, 
G issuper-2 if  m>f{n(A , [ )+n(A ,D- [ -  1) -2}+A ° - /+A/+L .  
ProoL Suppose that the result is not true. Then there would be a non-super-2 bipartite 
digraph G with rn arcs, and parameters ~~> 3, A, E and D such that 
m>~{n(A , [ )  + n(A,D - { - 1) - 2} + A D- /  + A/+1 . 
Then, its line digraph LG would be a non-super-to bipartite digraph with n '= m ver- 
tices, minimum degree 6, maximum degree A, diameter D' =D + 1 and parameter 
#' = [ + 1 ~> 2 satisfying 
n' > 6{n(A, [' - l ) + n(A, D' - f '  - 1) - 2} + A °' - / '  + A/', 
which contradicts the above theorem. 
Moreover, when the digraph G is d-regular, it has A : ~ = d and m :dn  arcs. Hence, 
by substituting these values into the conditions of Theorem 3.1 and the above corollary 
we get the following result. 
Corollary 3,3. Let G be a d-regular bipartite digraph, d >1 3, on n vertices, with pa- 
rameter { and diameter D. Then, 
(a) G is super-to if n>(d / (d  - 1))(d / + d D-/ - 2d) + d D / + d/. Moreover, when 
#=1 and D>~4, G is super-~¢ if n>d +(d  D-  1) / (d -1 ) .  
(b) G is super-2 if  n>(d / (d -  1))(d / +d D- / - I  - 2 )+d D- / - l  +d/ .  
For instance, if D = 3 and [ ~> 1 we get that G is super-2 if n > 4d; and if D = 4 and 
[~>2, then G is super-~c if n>4d 2. To show that these results are best possible, let us 
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Fig. 1. A non-super-2 3-regular bipartite digraph with 12 vertices and diameter 3.
consider the following construction. Let K~d = (VI U F1 ,A) be the complete symmetric 
bipartite digraph, and denote by K2d the digraph obtained from it by removing a 
complete matching from FI to V1. The bipartite digraph K2d G K~2d, where K'2d = (F2 U 
VI',A r) is a copy of K2d, is then obtained by joining the two copies by two complete 
matchings: one from FI to F2 and the other from V( to V1. Then, the partite sets of 
K2dOK12d are Vl UF2 and F/U V(. Fig. 1 shows an example for d = 3. This construction 
yields a family of d-regular bipartite digraphs with diameter D = 3, parameter f = 1 and 
order n = 4d, which are maximally arc-connected but not super-2. Their line digraphs 
have diameter D = 4, parameter E = 2, order n = 4d 2, and they are maximally vertex- 
connected, but not super-to. 
Let G be a d-regular bipartite digraph (d~>3) of order n, diameter D, and t~(G)= f. 
Then, as stated in Section 1 the k-iterated line digraph LkG has order dkn, diameter 
D + k and f(LkG) = ( + k. Therefore, substituting these values in Theorem 3.1 we get 
the following sufficient conditions for LkG to be superconnected: 
LkG is snper-~c if dkn>d{n(d,( +k -1 )+n(d ,D-~-  l ) -2}  
+d D-/ + d {+k, 
LkG is super-2 if dkn>d{n(d,E+k -1 )+n(d ,D- ( -2 ) -2}  
+d D-•-I + d/'+k. 
Solving for k and considering that this value must be an integer, we can explicitly 
show what is the minimum iteration order for which the inequalities hold. 
Corollary 3.4. Let G be a d-regular bipartite digraph, d >I 3, with order n, parameter 
f and diameter D. Then, 
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(a) Lk G is super-~c i f  k> loga(dD-/ (2d - 1) - 2d2 )/(n(d - 1) - d/ (2d - 1 )), 
(b) LaG is super-2 tf k > logd(d D- / -1(2d - 1 ) - 2d)/ (n(d - 1 ) - d / (2d  - 1 )). 
Since 
2d D /+1 
2n - 2d/~ 1 
and 
2d D / 
2n - 2d / + 1 
(2d - 1)d D- / -  2d 2 
> 
n(d-  1 ) -d r (2d-1)  
(2d - 1 )d D- / -  1 _ _  2d 
> 
n(d-  1 ) -d l (2d-  1) 
the results of Corollary 3.4 imply the following results to be compared with those of 
Corollary 2.3: 
LkG is super-~c 
LkG is super-2 
A lower bound on the number of vertices for any bipartite digraph G to be super-,~ 
can be obtained by using a direct reasoning, which is similar to that used in the proof 
of  Theorem 3.1. 
if k>D- (+ l - logd(n -d /~1) ,  
if k > D - ( - logd(n - d/+1 ). 
Theorem 3.5. Let  G be a bipartite digraph with order n, parameter (, diameter D, 
and max imum and min imum degrees A and 6 >~ 3, respectively. Then, 
G is super-2 i f  n>6{n(A , ( -1 )+n(A ,D- ( -2 )}+A/+A z~ / i. 
Proof. Suppose that G is non super-2. By Theorem 2.2(b) we know that D>~2{ + 1. If 
D = 2(+ 1 then G is maximally arc-connected by applying (4). From the hypothesis on 
n, G is maximally arc-connected from (6). We use the same notation as in Lemma 2.1 
and Theorem 2.2(b), and suppose that E is a nontrivial arc-disconnecting set with 
[E I = 3. Then, from Lemma 2.1(b), it is clear that v/> f and v'~> f. Moreover, v 4--v'+ 
1 ~<D and we can suppose that v<~v' (if not we consider the converse digraph of G). 
Hence, v <~ v' <~D-  v -  I <~D-  # - 1. 
(i) v~>¢+l .  Then v '<~D-v- l~<D- -{ -2  and so, D>~2f+3.  
(i.1) If Vr;_/_2 = ~, that is, v'<<.D- {-  3, the order n= [V[ of G must satisfy 
v I 
n= ~ lV, l + ~ IVfl ~6{n(A, v) + n(A, 4)} 
i 0 j--O 
<~6{n(A,v) + n(A ,D-  ( -  3)} 
= 6{n(A'ef -1 )  + n(A 'D  - ( - 2)} + 6 { k Ai - AD-z-2 
~6{n(A,/~ - 1 )+n(A ,D-  / - 2)}, 
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because (A v+l - A: ) / (A -1 ) -A  D-e-2 ~<((2 - A)A D- : -2  - A f ) / (A  - 1)~<0, since v+ 1 
<~vt+ I~<D-E-2 .  
(i.2) I f  V~_t_ 2 ¢0 ,  that is, v' =D- : -2 ,  we can consider a vertex yE  V,~_:_ 2. As 
all the paths from x E V,. to y go through E, it follows that D>~d(x,y)>~d(x, F i )+  1 + 
d(F2, y )=v+l+D- : -2>~:+l+D-~: - I  =D.  Therefore, v=d+l .  Moreover, for all 
x E V::+l, F+(x)C  V:; otherwise, let x t E F+(x)A~+l .  As before, all the paths from x ~ to 
y go through E and also D>~d(x ' ,y )>~d(x ' ,F i )+ l+d(Fz ,  y )=E+l+l+D-~' -2=D,  
that is, d(x ~, y )  = D. Then, we would have two different paths from x to y, one of length 
D and another, xx ~ ~ y, of length D + 1, which is impossible in a bipartite digraph. 
Hence, for all x E Vg+I ,  F+(x)  C V{, which implies that ]V/+l ] ~< (A/6)I V~] ~< A/+l. In a 
similar way, we prove that for each vertex y E V~_i_ 2, F - (y )  C Vz~_r_ 3 and therefore 
IG-~-21 ~<(A/6)I Vz~_~_3l ~A D- i -2 .  In this way we obtain 
:: D - t ' -3  
n=~lV~l+ ~ IvjI+I~+II+IG-~-21 
i=0 j=0 
<~fi{n(A,( - 1) + n(A ,D  - { - 2)} + 5{A f - A D- f -2  } + A E+l + A D- i -2  
<~6{n(A,(  - 1) + n(A ,D  - ~: - 2)} + A: + A D- I - l ,  
since 6{A t - A D-e-2 } + A t+l + A D- t -2  ~<2A ::+l + (1 - 6)A D-':-2 ~<(3 - 6)A D-:'-2 <~0, 
because in this case D >~ 2( + 3. 
(ii) v=•. Then v<~vt<<.D-{ - 1, and so D>~2f+ 1. 
(ii.1) If  ' =0 ,  then D>~2E+2 and the order must satisfy V/)- / :  - l 
{ D- -F - -2  
n = 2 IVil + 2 I '1 <~6{n(A,f  - l )  + n(A ,D  - [ - 2)} + aA e 
i=0 j=0 
<~5{n(A,( - 1) + n(A ,D-  f -  2)} + A: + A D-E- i ,  
since 6A~ <~ A ~ + A D-L- I ,  because D~>2f + 2. 
(ii.2) If  Vz~_t_ 1S0,  that is, v~=D-  v-  1 =D-  f -  1, then D=2f  + 1. There- 
fore, we can consider a vertex xE  V/, and a vertex yE  V~_e_ l and it follows that 
D >>. d(x, y)  >>. d(x, Fl ) + d(F2, y )  + 1 = ( + D - f - 1 + 1 = D. This implies, reasoning as 
in case (i.2), that F+(x)  C ~- i  and F- (y )  C Vz~_~_ 2. Therefore IV~l <<.(A/6)I V~-I] <~A l, 
and IG_e_II ~(A/6)I Vz~_~-_2l <~A D-~- l .  Hence, 
E D- -~- - I  
n =~ I~1+ 
i=0 j=0 
IV/I ~< 6{n(A , t  - 1)+n(A,D-f-2)}+Ae+A °-e-l. [] 
In the particular case D = 3 and taking f~> 1 we obtain that G is super-2 if n >2(A + 
6), as was proved in [10]. It is interesting to note that, since n >>.m/A, the above theorem 
also implies the result of Corollary 3.2 and hence those of Corollaries 3.3(b) and 3.4(b) 
as well. 
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4. Superconnectivity of large bipartite graphs 
Sufficient conditions on the order or the girth, for a graph G to be maximally 
connected were given in [6, 21,22]. Similar conditions to attain superconnectivity, which 
is defined as in the directed case, were derived in [20] involving the order, and in [7, 14] 
concerning the girth. For instance, in [7] one can find the following results: 
~ D <~ g - 3, g odd, 
G is  super-K if [ ,D~<g-4 ,  g even, 
G issuper-2 if fD~<g-2 '  g odd, 
t D~<g-3 ,  g even, 
and, in [20], Soneoka showed that 
G is super-2 if n>6{n(A-1 ,D-2)+I}+(A-1)  D-l, 
and proved that this result is best possible, at least for d-regular digraphs with diameters 
2-4 and 6. 
Some mixed-type conditions to have superconnected graphs, involving both the order 
and the girth (or parameter d), were first given in [9] and [12]. In this section, we 
present similar results for the case of bipartite graphs. 
Now let G = (V,A) be a bipartite graph on n vertices, with maximum degree A, 
minimum degree 6/> 3, diameter D and girth 9. Note that, since G has even girth, then 
{ = (9 -  2)/2. Hence, Theorem 2.2 leads to the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.1. Let G be a bipartite graph with minimum degree 6 >~3, girth g and 
diameter D. Then, 
(a) G is super-to if D<~9 - 3, 
(b) G is super-2 if D<~9- 2. 
As an immediate consequence of this corollary we have that any bipartite graph with 
g/> 6 and diameter D ~< 3 (respectively D ~<4) is super-t~ (respectively super-2). 
In [2] the authors gave the following conditions for a bipartite graph with 6 ~> 3 to 
be maximally connected: 
~c=6 if n>(~- l ){n(A-1 ,9~24 )
2=6 if n>( f -1 )  {n (A -1 ,  ~ -~) - ~ . ( lO)  
These results allow us to improve the known results for the bipartite undirected case 
by giving a sufficient condition on the number of vertices for G to be super-~ and 
super-2 connected. 
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Theorem 4.2. Let G = (V,A) be a bipartite 9raph with 9irth 9, diameter D, order n, 
and maximum and minimum deyrees A and 6 >>, 3 respectively. Then, 
• G is super-~c if 9 >16 and 
n>6{n(A  1 ,9~26)+n(A  1,0 2)}  +(A 1)D-'j/2+'+(A 1) 0/2-2 
• G is super-to i f9=4 andn>6{n(A - 1,D-  2)+ 1}. 
• G is super-2 if 
- ~ + (A - 1) ,q/2-~ 
+( A - 1 )D-~t/2. 
The proof of this theorem is similar to those of Theorems 2.2 and 3.1 and, hence 
omitted. 
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